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The Aerovox Hi -Farad Condenser
Gives greater filtering efficiency per microfarad of capacity

The filtering efficiency of any con-
denser depends both on the capacity of
the condenser and its power factor.
The filtering action of a number of
condemers of any given capacity but
having different power factor charac-
teristics may, therefore, vary widely,
the condenser having low power factor
characteristics (low equivalent series
resistance and con quest low power
factor losses) providing much better
filtering action than a condenser of
equal capacity having high power fac-
tor characteristics (high equivalent
series resistance and consequent high
power factor losses).

High power factor or high equivalent
series resistance in a condenser pro-
duces waste of energy in the corsdenser.
This results in lowering its filtering ef-
ficiency and producing heating which
further reduces the efficiency and life
of the condenser.

Power factor measurements, made
on a number of Aerovox and competi-
tive electrolytic condensers, reveal
some interesting facts on the import-
ance of low power factor character-
istics

The results of a number of tests on a
representative number of electrolytic
condensers of each manufacturer are
shown in Table L

The much better, lower power factor
characteristics of Aerovox condensers
are obvious.

To show, in a practical form, the ef-
fect of poor (high) power factor char-
acteristics on filtering efficiency, a rep-
resentative condenser of each manu-
facturer was put on voltage for three
hours till the leakage current of all the

Table I.
Power Factor Characteristics

Aerovox Hi -Farad DRY
Electrolytic Condensers...... 8,2%

Liquid Electrolytic Con-
densers of Competitor No. 1

16.1%
Liquid Electrolytic Con-

dense. of Competitor No. 2
33.0%

Table II.
Peak Value of Ripple Voltage

Across Filter Section
Using an Aerovox Hi -Farad

DRY Electrolytic 8 Mfd.
Condenser 29.7 Volti

Using en 8 add. wet elec-
trolytic condenser of Com-
petitor No. 1 .. 39.6 Volts

Using an 8 mfd. wet elec-
trolytic condenser of Com-
petitor No. 2 41.5 Volts

condensers reached a low, normal
value. The condensers were then con-
nected, one after the other, by a suit-
able switching arrangement, across the
first section of the filter circuit of a
standard power supply unit. The peak
A.C. ripple voltage across the first sec-
tion was measured for each type of
condenser by means of an oscillograph.
In this way it was possible to obtain
a definite record of the effect of each
condenser in filtering, or reducing the
ripple across the first section of the
filter, with the results shown in Table

Thin practical test shows conclu-
sively the much better filtering action
obtained with Amovox low power
factor, DRY Electrolytic Condensers,
per microfarad of capacity.

It is therefore possible to obtain fil-
tering result. equivalent to those ob-
tainable with 8-mfd. units of other
manufacturer. by using lower -capacity
Aerovox DRY Electrolytic Condensers
at a worthwhile savings hi price, or to
obtain considerably better filtering
with an Aerovox &mid. unit than can
be obtained with 8-mfd. units of other
manufacture..

From either standpoint, the advan-
tages of using Aerovox DRY Elec-
trolytic Condensers which are not only
superior from the standpoint of filter-
ing action, but have the IMPORTANT
additional advantage of being DRY,
are evident

A considerable amount of additional
informationn Aerovox DRY Elec-
trolytic Condeonsers is contained in the
booklet featured below. Write for a
copy without delay.

THIS BOOK GIVES THE LATEST AND MOST COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS

rtuvt factors that affect the operation
and life of electrolytic condensers of var.
ions types, the characteristics necessary
in filter and bypass condensers to perform

HI -FARADtheir functions satisfactorily and many
other subjects of vital impormnce in the DrytectrolybcCmaleaser

proper me of such condensers.

If you want to know whether leakage
is a reliable indicator of filtering effi-
ciency, what electrolyte chatameristi.
are necessary for efficient electrolytic
condenser action; how the filtering effi.
ciency of various types of electrolytic
condensers comperes with paper conden-
sers; in short everything you should
know about electrolytic condensers you
will find the information in this book. A
°PS' 's yours for the asking.

New 40.page 1931 Condenser and Resistor Manual and Catalog of Aerovox Products
May Be Had Free of Charge on Request to

Aerovox Wireless Corporation, 70 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Manufacturers of

The Most Complete Line of Condensers and Resistors in the Radio and Electrical Industries
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The Essential Factors in the Design of
Receiver and Amplifier Systems

Part III*
By the Engineering Department, Aerovox Wireless Corporation

HOW to calculate the amplifi-
cation required in an audio

amplifier, how to plan an ampli-
fier to give this required gain, and
finally how to determine the volt-
ages at which the tubes must be
operated to obtain best results,
were discussed in detail in the
previous article in this series
which appeared in Vol 3 No. 6
issue of the Aerovox Research
Worker. The gain of an ampli-
fier is one of its most important
characteristics, but the frequency
characteristic is certainly of equal
and possibly even greater import-
ance. In this issue we consider the
factors that affect the frequency
characteristics of audio amplifiers,
confining our discussion to resist-
ance coupled circuits. Much of
the information that follows ap-
plies with but slight modification,
however, to other types of ampli-
fiers such as impedance coupled
circuits containing combinations
of resistance, transformer or im-
pedance coupling.

When we refer to the frequency
response of an amplifier we mean
that characteristic which indi-
cates how uniformly the unit
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amplifies various frequencies
throughout the desired range of
audio frequencies. In analysing
this quality of an amplifier we
must therefore know what range
in frequency is desirable (the low-
est frequency and the highest fre-
quency it is necesary to amplify

uniformly). In this connection the
chart of Fig. 3 is of considerable
interest. It is taken from an ar-
ticle by B. S. Cohen, published in
the March, 1928, issue of the Pro-
ceedings of the Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers, London. It
should be noted that the ideal
limit for perfect reproduction of
speech and music is considered to
extend from 30 cycles up to 10,000
cycles per second. Exhaustive
tests have shown that all fre-.
quencies below 50 cycles per sec-
ond can be eliminated without
any effect on the quality, For all
practical purposes, therefore, we
can consider 50 cycles per second
as the desirable lower limit and
about 6,000 to 7,000 cycles per
second as a satisfactory upper
limit.

In the following discussion we
will consider the desirable limits
to be from 50 to 6,000 cycles per
second.

Now let us consider the resist-
ance coupled amplifier and de-
termine how the constants of the
circuit affect the frequency char-
acteristic. The fundamental cir-
cuit of a stage of resistance coup-
led amplification is shown in Fig.
4. In this figure RI is the plate
resistor; Rg is the grid leak, and
CI is the coupling condenser.

The voltage gain of such a
circuit is the signal voltage on
the grid of tube V2 divided by

AEROVOX PRODUCTS ARE BUILT BETTER
Pn,neel in U. S. A. CopyrMht 1930 by Aerovox Wireless core.
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the signal voltage on the grid of
tube VI.

If we impress a 2 -volt signal on
the grid of the first tube and 20
volts appears across the grid of
the next tube, then the gain is 20

6 C' V2

CI-Aerovox Ilype 1450 IC, Condermr

Fig.

divided by 2 which gives 10. If
the amplifier is to have a uniform
frequency response, a gain of 10
must be obtained at all frequen-
cies between 50 and 6000 cycles,
the limits we have choosen. Ac-
tually, we do not need an abso-
lutely uniform characteristic, for
the ear cannot distinguish a de-
crease in voltage amplification of
less than about 10 per cent-this
is equivalent to saying that the
amplification at 50 and 6000
cycles shall not be less than 90 per
cent of the gain at medium fre-
quencies. This means that the
overall characteristic of the am-
plifier must be uniform to within
90 per cent. If two stages are used,
each stage must be uniform to
within the square root of 90 .per
ceut (.90) or approximately 95

usedeach stage must be uniform
to within the cube root of .90 or
approximately 97 per cent. Ar-
ranged in table form, we have the
following figures for one, two or
three stage resistance coupled
amplifiers that are to have an
overall frequency response that
does not fall below 90 per cent.

TABLE 1.
Number of Uniformity required

Stages per stage
1 90 per cent
2 95 per cent
3 97 per cent

If we take as an example, a re-
sistance coupled amplifier of
three stages, using type 340 tubes,
then the recommended value for
the plate resistor, RI of Fig. 4, is
250,000 ohms. A table of tube
characteristics indicates that the
a. c. plate resistance of the 340
tube is 150,000 ohms. Knowing
these values we can calculate the
capacity of the coupling conden-

ser required to produce the de-
sired frequency response. The re-
quired capacity of the coupling
condenser necessary to give a cer-
tain response at the lowest de-
sired frequency can be calculated
from the following formula, taken
from an article by Sylvan Harris,
published in the December, 1926,
issu of the Proceedings of the
Institute of Radio Engineers.

C-

If the grid leak resistance is one
megohm

1

C 80X1}7.5
= .0115 microfarads

These two examples serve to
indicate the important fact that
the larger the value of the grid
leak resistance, the smaller is the
coupling capacity required to pro-

RI+Rp

6.28 Xf o [Rg (R1-1-Rp)±(RIXKIll)] \/. -1
where RI is the resistance of
the plate resistor in meg-
ohms.

Rp is the a. c. plate resistance
of the tube in megohms.

fo is the lower cutoff frequency.
Rg is the grid leak resistance

in megohms.

CI-Prerovox 17, 11455 a Condenser

C2, C3-A vox 1 to 2

Resistor&
Ale. 5

k is the per cent uniformity of
response required (97 per
cent for a three stage ampli-
fier).

C is the capacity of the conden-
ser required, in microfarads.

For given values of plate re-
sistance, load resistance uniform-
ity of amplification and frequency
this formula can be simplified. If
the tube resistance is 150,000
ohms (.15 megohms) and the load
resistance is 250,000 ohms (.25
megohms) the formula becomes
that given below fora cutoff fre-
quency of 50 cycles per second
and a uniformity of 97 per cent
(.97).

1C= 80XRg+7.5
If the grid leak resistance is to

be 0.5 megohm, then the required
capacity of the coupling con-
denser can be determined by sub-
stituting this value in the above
simplified formula.

C =
80X0.5+7.5

= .021 mictofards
Page 2

duce a certain frequency charac-
teristic at the lower cutoff fre-
quency. It is not advisable, how-
ever, to use coupling condensers
larger than necessary, for as the
response of the amplifier is ex-
tended to lower frequencies, the
possibility of oscillations - so-
called motorboating-is increased.
In connection with this problem,
the circuit of Fig. 5 will be found
useful in preventing a resistance
coupled amplifier from "p u t -
putting." This circuit }vas origi-
nally suggested by Roger Wise,
at that time chief engineer of E.
T. Cunningham, Inc. The anti-
motorboating circuit consists of
Rl, C2 and C3, Fig. 5., connected
in the plate circuit of the detector
tube. RI should have a value of
about 0.1 megohm and the two
condensers, C2 and C3, should
each have a capacity of 1 or 2

mfds.

The preceding discussion has
indicated that the low frequency
response of a resistance coupled
amplifier depends largely upon
the values of the grid leak resist-
ance and the coupling condenser.

FIR.

Now let us examine the factors
that affect the high frequency re-
sponse

At high frequencies the simple
circuit of Fig. 4 becomes that
shown in Fig. 6. Note the addi-
tion of two new capacities, C2 and

C3. C2 is the output capacity of
tube VI and is usually of the
order of 5 to 10 mmfd. C3 is the
input capacity of tube V2 and its
value depends upon the amount
of amplification obtained in V2.
For amplifications of the order of
20 with a type 340 tube, the input
capacity is about 200 mmfd. In
the following discussion we will
assme that C3 is the only ca-
paciuty, since it is much larger
than C2.

The reactance of a condenser is
equal to

1
Xc

= 6.284C
where

Xc is the reactance in ohms.
f is the frequency in cycles

per second.
C is the capacity in farads.
Since the highest frequency we

desire to amplify is 6000 cycles,
the reactance of C3, if its capacity
is 200 mmfd., is calculated to be
approximately 133,000 ohms at
6,000 cycles. At 6000 cycles, the
reactance of the coupling con-
denser, Cl, will be very small-
about 2500 ohms, if the capacity
is .01 mfd. In effect, therefore,
the capacity, C3, is a shunt across
the plate and grid coupling re-
sistors. Since the grid leak re-
sistance is much larger than the -

plate resistance and has little ef-
fect in reducing the effective re-
sistance of RI when connected
across RI, it is essential that the
combination of C3 in parallel
with Rl does not decrease the
high frequency response an exces-
s've amount by reducing the ef-
fective impedance of RI by its con-
nection across RI. The effect of
C3 on the frequency character-

istic
7

will be most severe with
high values of resistance for RI,
since the greater RI, the greater
the variation in impedance pro-
duced by C3. As a corollary, it
follows that for good quality it
is advisable to use the smallest
value of plate coupling resistance

that will give sufficient amplifica-
tion. As indicated previously the
campacity, C3, depends upon the
amplification obtained and is, in
fact, approximately proportional
to the amplification. Therefore,
as we reduce the value of the
plate coupling resistance to lower
the gain we automatically de-
crease C3 and thereby increase its
reactance. As a result, there is a
very rapid improvement in qual-
ity as the plate resistance is re-
duced. It is for this reason that
many resistance coupled ampli-
fiers use 100,000 ohm plate re-
sistors rather than 250,000 ohm
units.

In concluding this discussion
on the resistance coupled ampli-
fier, we can say that this type of
circuit is capable of giving ex-
ceedingly uniform response, if it
is carefully designed. In such an
amplifier, high gain per stage and
good quality go in opposite direc-
tions (a characteristic that is true
of all types of amplifiers) and if
good frequency response is to be
had, one must be content with
only a nable stage gain.
This point isreasoindicated by the two
cUrves of Fig. 7, taken from an
article by A. V. Loughren, pre-
sented before the Radio Club of
America. Note the improvement
in uniformity of frequency re-
sponse obtained by the use of the
lower value of plate resistor.
Even greater improvement would
be obtained with 100,000 ohm
plate coupling resistors.

With any amplifier the results
obtained depend largely upon the
quality of the apparatus used in
its construction. In the case of
the resistance coupled amplifier,
it is especially important that
high grade condensers, such as
Aerovox Mica Condensers, b e
used. The d. c. resistance of
the condenser must be of the
order of 400 megohms or
more. The insulation resistance
required to obtain satisfactory
operation can be figured very
easily. Fig. 8 shows a typical
stage of resistance coupled am-
plification using 340 type tubes
with plate and grid resistors as
indicated. These tubes draw ap-
proximately 0.2 milliamperes of
plate current with 180 volts of B
battery. The IR drop in the plate
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resistor, RI, is, therefore, 50 volts,
so the effective voltage between
plate and filament is 130 volts as
indicated. This d. c. voltage is
impressed across the coupling
condenser, CI, and the grid leak,
Rg, in series. If any d. c. cur-
rent flows through this circuit, a

Fig.

voltage drop will be produced
across the grid resistor which will
change the bias on V2. Let us
assume that the bias on V2 is 3

volts and that leakage current
through the condenser should not
be permitted to change the bias
by more than 10 per cent, corre-
sponding to .3 volts. A .3 volt
drop will be produced across Rg
by a current of 0.3 microamperes.
Since the voltage acting on the
circuit is 130 volts, the total cir-
cuit resistance necessary is 130
divided by .0000003 ampere (.3
microampere) or 433 megohms.

Since the grid leak resistance is
one megohm, the condenser d. c.
resistance must be at least 432
megohms.

New Hatrimarlund
Makes Its Bow

Backed by six years of development
work during which time the Hammar-
Lund Roberts and Hammarlund Hi -Q
series of receivers have enjoyed unpre-
cedented popularity in the custom-built
set field, the new HiQ-31 series of
receivers promises to break all per-
formance and sales records.

Hair-splitting selectivity, new linear
power detection, new system of audio
amplification, greater sensitivity, brill-
iant tone quality, new local and distance
volume control, noise filter, tone eon -
Oral, automatic voltage regulator and a
complete line of beautiful cabinets are
but a few of the features of this new
series.. A 48 -page Manual giving corn-
plete details of theory and construction
can be obtained for 25 cents from
Hammarlund-Roberts, Inc., 424 West
33rd Street, New York City, N. Y


